
ChatBot SMART RH
artificial intelligence at the service of Human Capital

Optimize processes
Automate less value-added tasks.
Enhance the internal customer experience.

Multiple services in a single ChatBot



You are drowning in 
requests for work 

certificates, salaries 
and requests for 

leave!

www.alexsys.solutions

Take advantage of our SMART RH Chatbot to boost your internal image.

Your company is known for its innovative services to external customers and 
yet there is a gap with the service to internal collaborators who waste time in 
administrative procrastination.
  Annual leaves
  Sick leave
  Work certificate
  Expense
  Teleworking Information
  Right to training
  Annual evaluation
  Procedures
  …

We will help you raise your internal customer service to recognized standards 
to guarantee maximum commitment and motivation.
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SMART RH is a sophisticated computer program capable of engaging in
natural language with one or more collaborators. It can handle HR applications
the most common ones.

Artificial intelligence built into SMART RH works in 'Machine' mode
Learning, that is, it is programmed at the outset and then deduces from it
Choice.

SMART RH has no time or availability constraints, it responds
instantly, every day 24/7, to the HR questions and requests of
Employees.

SMART RH operates according to the business process of the company, it is designed 
to be 100% as it can incorporate human validation steps.

In the event of a complex issue, SMART RH redirects the employee to the person
responsible or the department concerned.

ChatBot SMART RH
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No time or space constraint, SMART RH is available 24/7 with possibility of customized 
setting.

The automation of HR tasks - not requiring intellectual skills - will allow employees to 
free up time to concentrate on high added value tasks.

SMART RH is a very efficient assistant in data collection.

Thanks to the data collected, SMART RH can be an excellent way to measure the 
degree of employee satisfaction, their good integration into the company, this data is 
also a means of identifying dysfunctions and to provide quick and appropriate 
solutions.

SMART RH will give the company an innovative image.

Advantages


